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Episode 103 "Where the Past and Future Collide, Part 4": The crew has finally made it to the Orion Sector.  They are about to enter the Lions den.  Feelings abound that something is wrong but there is nothing concrete... hmmm but maybe there is.  Xavier and Harmony have gotten what they have came for and are about to head towards SB 917 then Earth.  But Harmony wants a present in the form of a certain Vulcan and Rachel not one to deny her anything....well kinda agrees.  Besides it fits well into her plans.
=/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  Begin Mission  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=
FCO_Perrigen says:
::at the helm preparing evasive maneuvers......lots....of evasive maneuvers::
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::in the Luna's Brig leaning up against the wall::
CEO_Cathorn says:
::storming around ME muttering to himself:: Self: Make sure everything is in tip top shape what does he think I'm doing!
Host CO_Savar says:
::Sitting in his ready room::
XO_Turok says:
::On the bridge::
MO_Croft says:
::In sickbay, reading over a PADD::
Harmony says:
@::Finishing up with an experiment in medical, she stands, stretches and heads for the bridge::
CNS_Anuviel says:
::in sickbay having just been operated on...::
OPS_TaChauk says:
:: At OPS looking into the power distribution to vital systems::
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::takes a deep breathe then sneezes from the lack of dusting down here::
SO_Silver says:
::At her station, reviewing some ideas on how to close the rift without opening another one.::
XO_Turok says:
*All*: Red alert, make all weapons ready.  Set shields on frequency rotation Gamma 1.  Shields to maximum.
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::calls through the forcefield:: Hey!  When was the last time someone dusted in here?
OPS_TaChauk says:
::Allots power to shields and weapons::
CEO_Cathorn says:
::sits down at the main console still fuming taps hard at the console pulling up the readings for the warp and impulse engines::
Host Rachel_Xavier says:
@::On the bridge.::  *Harmony*:  Sensors have picked up the Luna... my most favorite ship... You think they still have that handsome Klingon on board?   Too bad I have to kill him... So what do you think, come up and play nice with the weapons for me will you.
MO_Croft says:
::Leaning over the CNS, takes her tricorder, and resumes scans::
FCO_Perrigen says:
::makes sure everything is combat ready::
Harmony says:
@*Xavier*:  Lucky you, I am on my way.  And you did say the Luna didn't you?  ::Steps into the turbolift::  Computer, bridge.
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::calls through the force field again::  When do we eat?
Host Sec_Officer says:
Glinn:  You know dear, you are getting awful boring.. change the tune will ya.
Host CO_Savar says:
::Hears the red alert go off, and thinks they're getting close::
XO_Turok says:
*CO*: Captain, our target is approaching.
Host Rachel_Xavier says:
@::Grins:: *Harmony*:  I thought that would get your attention.
Host CO_Savar says:
*XO*: On my way out.  ::Stands up and enters the Bridge::  All: Status report.
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::makes a "Hmph" sound::  Security: Just because you are all butch my dear doesn't mean you need to be jealous of a package like this.  ::running hands down her sides::
OPS_TaChauk says:
::Does a critical systems check::
CEO_Cathorn says:
::moves his chair to the secondary console pulling up the ships schematics:: Self: Ok if it is a battle they want. ::stands up walking to the weapons locker pulling out a phaser and setting it to level 5 then attaches it to his belt:: it is a battle they shall have.
XO_Turok says:
CTO: Target their engines initially.  We do not want them to escape.
MO_Croft says:
::Sees all signs look stable, and prepares a hypo to wake her.  pressing it to her next, applies the hypo::
Host Sec_Officer says:
::Rolls eyes:: Glinn:  You only wish.
FCO_Perrigen says:
::nods to the CO::  CO: Evasive Maneuvers on standby and all systems in the green.
CEO_Cathorn says:
::turns looking around ME:: ALL: Ok ladies let look lively Damage Control to your stations.
Harmony says:
@::Steps from the turbolift::  Xavier:  You don't suppose he would still be...  ::Looks nonchalant but her eyes are glowing with excitement and something else::
CTO_Jarot says:
::nods at the XO::  XO: Aye, Commander... ::quickly moves his hands over the controls, locking onto the target::  locked on and firing..  ::presses the big red button::
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::nods::  Security: That's right, you are not woman enough to come in here and prove it to me are you?
CEO_Cathorn says:
::watches the engineering department scramble none wanting to meet his gaze::
OPS_TaChauk says:
XO: Sir we are experiencing a lot of subspace traffic on the Comm channels sir, I was able to pick up a warning

ACTION: As the Luna enters Orion space... freighters and other unsavory ships go to high alert... off the starboard bow and Romulan cruiser matches speed but is cloaked.

CNS_Anuviel says:
::wakes up:: MO: How did the operation go?
OPS_TaChauk says:
XO: A warning about a Federation ship entering Orion space
Host Rachel_Xavier says:
@::Lounges nonchalantly in her chair.:: Harmony:  Why don't you give them a buzz and find out?
OPS_TaChauk says:
::Turns and looks at the XO::
MO_Croft says:
CNS: It went well ::Looks over her tricorder:: No complications that I can see.  How are you feeling? ::Looks up at the CNS::
CNS_Anuviel says:
MO: I feel fine. Did you figure out what the computer chip does yet?
Harmony says:
@::Slips into her chair with the smile of a child anticipating her birthday wish::  COM:  Luna:  Anybody home?
OPS_TaChauk says:
::Turns back and monitors the Comm channel some more::
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::takes a seat on the bunk::
SO_Silver says:
XO:  Sir, I think I have an answer for closing the rift without opening another.

ACTION: In front of the Luna a shimmer in space can be seen as a BOP decloaks.  The Romulan cruiser is still in position cloaked.

Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::calls out from the back of the cell:: Security: Is Kala available to talk?
MO_Croft says:
CNS: Well it was full of data, but we have yet to figure out what was on it.  It's going to take us several hours to see what exactly is on it.
XO_Turok says:
SO: If we survive the next half an hour, I will be pleased to listen.
CEO_Cathorn says:
::sits back down waiting for the fireworks to begin::
SO_Silver says:
XO:  Understood sir.
SO_Silver says:
XO:  Being redundant, Scans are picking up various ships in the area.
Host CO_Savar says:
::Moves towards the center chairs::
Host Rachel_Xavier says:
@::Takes out an emery board and begins to file her nails.:: Harmony:  You know I'm out of fire engine red nail polish... oh did you get the weapon secured..
OPS_TaChauk says:
XO: All weapons systems at full available power sir
FCO_Perrigen says:
::sees the decloaking ship and moves to avoid it , trying to give the CTO a good shot::
CNS_Anuviel says:
MO: Oh.. I wonder what kind of data... :;shrugs:: Am I able to go back to my duty?
Harmony says:
@Xavier:  As they used to say, Locked and loaded.  Ready for a test.  As for the nail polish... I will let OPS know.
MO_Croft says:
CNS: Yes, but light duty, you just had surgery.  Take it easy please, and I want to see you again later today for a follow up.

ACTION: BOP fires a warning shot across the bow.

Host CO_Savar says:
SO/CTO: Can we detect which ship has Xavier on it?  Check for the biogenic weapon as well.
FCO_Perrigen says:
::curses about the CTO under his breath and tries to bring the Luna around, to open a firing arc::
XO_Turok says:
SO: Yes, as I assumed.  It is a trap.  We will likely die today.
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::sighs as she crosses one leg over the other cupping both hands on her knees::
CNS_Anuviel says:
MO: Hopefully, as we are at red alert,... that will be the most I'll need. Thanks Doctor... let me know about what that chip was....
OPS_TaChauk says:
XO: Sir we are being hailed from the Harmony sir
Harmony says:
::Makes a quick note on her PADD for OPS::  Xavier:  Looks like we don't get to be the first to great the Luna.  Pity.
XO_Turok says:
OPS: Which ship is it?
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::feels a slight shutter in the ship which she recognizes as a near miss by weapons fire::
CNS_Anuviel says:
::hops off the biobed to return to the bridge::
OPS_TaChauk says:
XO: She registers the Harmony sir
Host Rachel_Xavier says:
@Harmony:  Yeah but nothing beats Tanak’s hospitality though.
CTO_Jarot says:
CO/XO: Captain, Sir, we have a clean shot at BoP now, permission to return fire ?
Harmony says:
@::Chuckles::  Xavier:  As long as all are clear, that the captain is mine.
Host CO_Savar says:
CTO: Fire back, warn them off.
CNS_Anuviel says:
::exits sickbay and gets in the lift:: TL: Bridge.
MO_Croft says:
::Moves back into her office and reviews the CNS's charts::
SO_Silver says:
::Has the science staff preparing for battle::

ACTION: The BOP begins a sustained fire onto the shields..

XO_Turok says:
::Checks his various personal weapons.::
CEO_Cathorn says:
::watches the power grid closely::
FCO_Perrigen says:
::activates evasive maneuvers trying to get clear of the fire::
CTO_Jarot says:
::nods at the CO::  CO: Will do...  ::locks onto the BOP and fires a full salvo of photon torpedo's directed at their engines::
Host CO_Savar says:
CTO: Return fire, disable their weapons
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::rocks in her seat on the bed and stands approaching the force field::
CMO_Jon says:
::Sitting in the chair in her office, running diagnostics on the chip, fast asleep::
OPS_TaChauk says:
XO: Shall I answer the hail sir?

ACTION: The BOP matches the Luna's moves.

Harmony says:
@::Sighs::  Xavier:  Rude as ever.  ::Scans the ship for any Vulcans on the bridge, locking on the one she finds::  Maybe I could just... bring him aboard for a... tête-à-tête?
CNS_Anuviel says:
::arrives on the bridge:: CO: Sir, Kala Anuviel... ::feels the ship rock from the phaser fire:: Self: Oh my... :;goes to her seat::
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::calls through the force field again::  Security: Hey isn't there some sort of security procedure about holding people in a cell during times of emergency?
Host Rachel_Xavier says:
@Harmony:  As soon as you get a stable lock go for it.
CTO_Jarot says:
CO: Doing so now Sir....  ::locks onto the BoP's main weapons system and fires both phasers and photon torpedo's::
Host Sec_Officer says:
Glinn:  For anyone else... ::Gets thrown onto the console.. forcefields drop in the brig area.::
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::looks around a moment as the shields fall then shrugs and steps through::
OPS_TaChauk says:
:: Allots more power to weapons and shields::
Harmony says:
@Xavier:  Just a little more power from their shields drained, a boost of power to that oh so nice toy we acquired from the Jenarians and we shall have a guest.
FCO_Perrigen says:
::curses under his breath as he has troubles using the computer to foil the BoP he switches into manual and directs the Luna head on into the BoP and with much room to spare he cuts the Luna straight down::
MO_Croft says:
CMO: How's it going over there?
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::passes the security officer passed out on the console and pats her on the head::  Security: Good job my dear.
CTO_Jarot says:
XO: Commander, shields down to 50%...
CTO_Jarot says:
OPS: Sir, can you boost power to the shields...?
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::enters a TL and heads for the bridge::
OPS_TaChauk says:
XO: Rerouting power to shields sir
Col_Harm says:
::Paces the back of the bridge of the Luna, watching her crew work to defeat the BOP::

ACTION: As the Luna passes over the BOP, the shields collide and fail on both ships.

OPS_TaChauk says:
CTO: Doing so now, taking away from the stellar labs
FCO_Perrigen says:
::curses more at his horrible battle skills and hopes the Luna can get the first shot::
SO_Silver says:
::Scanning each ship thoroughly, she can't find any trace of the weapon however...:: XO:  I am finding an area shielded on that ship waiting in the back, the one that hailed us earlier.
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::falls to the floor of the TL as the ships collide::  Self: Someone really needs some piloting lessons
OPS_TaChauk says:
XO: Shields down sir

ACTION: Intruder alert sounds on the lower decks.  Klingons and Nausicans.

Harmony says:
@::Hits the transporter and beams the captain to stand in front of her::
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::TL doors open on the bridge::  Bridge: Anyone miss me?
OPS_TaChauk says:
XO: That would be the Harmony sir
CMO_Jon says:
::Wakes up suddenly:: MO: Ah, must have dozed off, still trying to get into the data on that chip
CTO_Jarot says:
::nods at the OPS as he loads another salvo of torpedo's::  XO: Initiating fire pattern omega, optimal spread...
XO_Turok says:
OPS: Switch to auxiliaries.
Harmony says:
@::Her weapon is in her hand as the beam is completed, and a smile to accompany it.::

ACTION: The Romulan warbird decloaks and the Capt disappears.. Savar is now standing on the bridge of the Harmony.

OPS_TaChauk says:
XO: We have intruders sir
CNS_Anuviel says:
::turns to see Glinn, gets up:: Glinn: Now is not the time or place, tries to stuff her back in the lift
Host CO_Savar says:
@::Interesting::
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::hears the intruder alert::  CNS:  Well I thought you might need some help with the intruders Kala
MO_Croft says:
CMO: Keep at it, what's on there has to be important, why else would it be in the CNS?
XO_Turok says:
OPS: Obviously.
CEO_Cathorn says:
::stands up pulling his phaser from his belt turning towards the main door out of ME:: Eng: Look lively we have company!
Harmony says:
@CO:  Long time not see... OLD friend.  ::There is a touch of bitterness in her voice::
XO_Turok says:
CTO: Remove the intruders from the ship.
Host CO_Savar says:
@::Stands with his hands behind his back::
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::reluctantly goes back in the TL::
OPS_TaChauk says:
XO: I can try to isolate them with a CONTAINMENT FIELD SIR
CNS_Anuviel says:
Glinn: What do you know about the ... intruders?!?!?
SO_Silver says:
::Losses the trace with a sigh::
Host Rachel_Xavier says:
@::Stands up and straightens out her leather and walks over to Savar.:: CO:  Well well, I have Mr. Pointy ears... Age disagrees with you my friend.  Oh by the way, welcome to my ship.. and you know my adopted daughter Harmony?
Col_Harm says:
::Sees the captain disappear:: Self: Hmm looks like Xavier is up to her old tricks
CEO_Cathorn says:
::moves quickly out of the door moving low phaser held ready::
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::shrugs::  CNS: The intruder alert went off.  What more do I need?  They are onboard.
OPS_TaChauk says:
::Tries to locate the intruders and isolate them::
XO_Turok says:
OPS: Do so.
Host CO_Savar says:
@::Looks from Harmony to Xavier and back::  Xavier: We have met.
CNS_Anuviel says:
Glinn: How can you help?
CTO_Jarot says:
XO: Understood... signaling security teams now...
MO_Croft says:
::Leaves the office and makes sure sickbay is ready for wounded::
XO_Turok says:
SO: Trace the transporter beam that took Savar.
CNS_Anuviel says:
Glinn: And besides... last I checked you aren't supposed to be on the bridge... stay here now and I think Turok will kill you.
Harmony says:
@CO:  Of course we have met.
Host Rachel_Xavier says:
@::Mimics him.::  CO:  "We have met."  You need a personality transplant.  You are just not original with your sayings.
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::chuckles at the CNS as she orders the TL to the deck with her living quarters::  CNS: I am Cardassian.  What more help do you need?
FCO_Perrigen says:
::curses more and tries to keep the Luna out of trouble::
SO_Silver says:
XO:  He was beamed onto the cruiser, but it has cloaked.
CTO_Jarot says:
*STA*: Black to Johnson, we have a security breach on the lower levels, take three security teams and close in on the intruders... keep me informed.
XO_Turok says:
SO: Additionally, try to locate Savar's commbadge or life signs.
OPS_TaChauk says:
XO: We have damage reported on the lower decks ,reports coming in sir
XO_Turok says:
SO: Ah, very well.

ACTION: The Romulan cruiser alters course and heads back to SB 917.

CNS_Anuviel says:
Glinn: Um... isn't that what our security forces are for? And I really need to get back on the bridge... Savar needs me.... ::thinks: I think...::
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::taps commbadge::  *CTO*: Mr. Jarot, what level are the intruders located?
Harmony says:
::Reaching forward, she yanks off his commbadge and takes any weapons, her weapon at the ready.::
Damage_Control_Team says:
::moves quickly to start working on the damaged areas::
OPS_TaChauk says:
::Locates the intruders, and erects a level 3 force field to surround them::
Host CO_Savar says:
@Xavier: Oh well.  Unoriginally becomes me.
CTO_Jarot says:
SO/XO: I'm initiating a tachyon sweep to determine what course the BoP took...
OPS_TaChauk says:
XO: I have the intruders isolated on deck 3 section alpha for now sir
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::waves a hand in the air at the CNS:: CNS: Kala, they don't need you.  You can assist me in ridding the Luna of this scum so I can go home.
XO_Turok says:
OPS: Well done, anesthetize them.
SO_Silver says:
XO:  I have a lock.  The communicator is...
Host Rachel_Xavier says:
@::Smirks:: CO:  Unfortunately... but hey I have complete faith in Harmony.. she can do wonders my friend.  Would you like some tea?
CNS_Anuviel says:
Glinn: Who are they? Do you know?
Harmony says:
@::Drops the commbadge, grinding it under her foot::
OPS_TaChauk says:
XO: Yes sir, doing so now
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::as the TL reaches her deck she exits and begins walking towards her quarters::
Host CO_Savar says:
@Xavier: What kind of tea?
SO_Silver says:
XO:  Lost it sir, but it was off toward that moon.
OPS_TaChauk says:
XO: Damage control teams have been alerted to the lower decks to determine the extent of the damage sir
Host Rachel_Xavier says:
@CO: Bolian tea... it's quite....hmmmm lets say different.
XO_Turok says:
OPS: Very well.
MO_Croft says:
::Moves over and takes the vitals of another patient::
XO_Turok says:
*CEO*: Get our shields back up.
CTO_Jarot says:
*Glinn*: They are currently moving through decks 12 and 13
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::sighs heavily::  CNS: Why do you keep asking me that?
Host CO_Savar says:
@Xavier: Very well.  I take mine without poison, if you don't mind.
Harmony says:
@::Looks at Rachel with a smile and lift of brow::
XO_Turok says:
FCO: Set course per the SO's directions, pursue the Bird of Prey.
Host Rachel_Xavier says:
@::Smiles Sweetly:: CO: Oh as if I would.
CNS_Anuviel says:
Glinn: You talk like you have a plan... I figured you'd know who they were if you have a plan, that's all
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::taps badge again:: *CTO* Thank you Mr. Jarot.  Marat out.
FCO_Perrigen says:
::looks to the SO as he heads the Luna toward the moon, awaiting further instructions::
Harmony says:
@Xavier:  I will get the tea.  ::Looks at Savar::  CO:  I promise you, you will find it most interesting.  And no poisons.
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::nods affirmatively::  CNS: Yes I have a plan.  ::enters quarters and grabs her disruptor holding it up::  I plan to kill as many as I can.  ::smiles::
CNS_Anuviel says:
Glinn: I'm not much in a fight....
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
CNS: Well then, what do you suggest?
FCO_Perrigen says:
::pursues the BoP::
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::grabbing some concussion grenades::
SO_Silver says:
FCO:  That was the last place registering the comm signal.  We are going to have to rely on the CTO's ability.
CNS_Anuviel says:
Glinn: Give me a moment and maybe I can tell you who they are.... ::closes her eyes and reaches out her mind to search through those on decks 12 & 13::
CMO_Jon says:
::Still cannot break the encryption::  *CEO*: Medical to Engineering
CTO_Jarot says:
::looking at the sensor sweep results::
OPS_TaChauk says:
::Tries to understand the damage reports coming in::
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::rolls eyes at the CNS::  CNS: What does it matter?  ::mumbles:: The Federation... hah....
CNS_Anuviel says:
Glinn: They are here to take the ship,.... with 24 people? How could they do that?
Host CO_Savar says:
@Harmony/Xavier: Well, ladies, I'm sure you didn't invite me over for a tea party...
CTO_Jarot says:
::looks at the XO::  XO: Commander, we've got the BoP course... 124 mark 842, heading away from us a low warp speed...
CNS_Anuviel says:
::give him a sharp look:: Glinn: You are Cardassian... don't you think being informed is a good idea? Oh... they are heading for Engineering.
Harmony says:
@Xavier:  If you will excuse me a moment, I will get his tea.  He is clean at the moment.
FCO_Perrigen says:
::moves to 124 mark 842::
CNS_Anuviel says:
::gets a weapon from her:: Glinn: I'll follow your lead...
Host Rachel_Xavier says:
@CO: Are you dising my hospitality.... ::Stands up with and angry look and slaps him across the face.::
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::smiles at Anuviel::  CNS: Exactly!  Lets go get some.  ::exits the quarters and pauses shortly::  CNS: Engineering you say?  You sure you don't want a weapon?
Harmony says:
@::Motions her head to one of her security to keep a weapon trained on him, then slips off the bridge::
Damage_Control_Team says:
::works quickly replacing the burnt relays to the shields::
Harmony says:
@::Hearing the slap, shakes her head.  Bad move on Savar.  You would think after all these years he would have learned.::
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::begins heading for ME::
XO_Turok says:
CTO: Fire a salvo of torpedoes at the Bird of Prey.
XO_Turok says:
FCO: Change course, pursue the Romulan Cruiser.
XO_Turok says:
CEO: Do we have shields yet?
Host CO_Savar says:
@::Shakes off the slap::  Xavier: And that was hospitable?  Hardly.
FCO_Perrigen says:
::moves to pursue  the Cruiser::
Harmony says:
@::In her lab, she makes up his favorite tea, and adds the tasteless drug to it::
Host Rachel_Xavier says:
@::Shrugs::  CO: Well, it made me feel better anyway.
CMO_Jon says:
*CEO*: Medical to engineering.  Please respond.
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
*CTO* Mr. Jarot.  Counselor Anuviel and myself are heading for Main Engineering to intercept the invaders.
CEO_Cathorn says:
*XO*: Shields are up to 30% sir. Damage control is still working on them.
XO_Turok says:
CEO: Very well.
OPS_TaChauk says:
XO: Damage reports that we have fires in the lower decks.  Engineering reports we still have warp capability, Damaged areas are being evacuated
Harmony says:
@::She then makes a cup for Rachel and herself.::
Host CO_Savar says:
@Xavier: Feeling down lately?  Would you like to tell the Counselor all about it?
CNS_Anuviel says:
::follows the Cardassian to the lift::
Harmony says:
@::Picking up the fine china, she heads back to the bridge.::
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::arrives at the lower decks noting the sparking consoles and fallen bulkheads::
Harmony says:
@::Stops for a moment and reaches back to the cabinet, grabbing a hypo of the drug, just in case.::
Host Rachel_Xavier says:
@::Chuckles::  CO:  Nice try... oh right you used to be a head squishier.. feeling out of practice are you?
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::turns to the CNS::  CNS: Kala, I always tried to avoid these lower decks over the last two years.  Which way is Main Engineering?
Host CO_Savar says:
@::Looks around::  Xavier: And a little out of place.  ::Eyes end up on the weapon::  Are you that insecure that you can't trust me enough to not threaten me at every moment?
CTO_Jarot says:
*Glinn*: Understood...I'm sending security teams to back you up...
CEO_Cathorn says:
::walks past a damage control team watching them work steps in pushing them out of the way starts popping burnt relays out in quick fluid movements::
CTO_Jarot says:
*Johnson*: Jarot to Johnson, move to main engineering.. we will try to force their surrender there...
Harmony says:
@::Returning to the bridge, steps off and heads for the captains RR::  Xavier:  I have the tea if the two of you are ready.
Host Rachel_Xavier says:
@CO: Oh get with the program will you...  Just follow the script... I'm the bad guy so I get to point the weapons at you.  It's the way its done.  Don't you know anything.
Host CO_Savar says:
@Xavier: I know many things.  Some of what I know would make your head spin.
FCO_Perrigen says:
::moves to warp 8 to intercept the cruiser::
Host Rachel_Xavier says:
@CO:  Oh enlighten me oh great one.
CEO_Cathorn says:
::removes the last relay and goes back and starts popping new ones in quickly::
Harmony says:
@::Watching the exchange can't help but laugh::
Host Rachel_Xavier says:
:@::Smiles::  Harmony:  Ahhhh Harmony, just in time.
OPS_TaChauk says:
::Tries equalizing power levels on critical systems::
CMO_Jon says:
Computer: Computer, locate Chief Engineer Cathorn
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::looking at the CNS then up and down the corridor::
CEO_Cathorn says:
::stands up instructing the DC team to replace the panel steps back into ME::
CNS_Anuviel says:
Glinn: This way...
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::turns looking in that direction::
Damage_Control_Team says:
::works on putting the fires out and restoring power::
Host Computer says:
CMO: Lt Cathorn is in Engineering.
Harmony says:
@::Entering the room after nodding to the security officer, she sets up the table for tea::
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
CNS: Lead the way.  ::pointing with her disruptor::
OPS_TaChauk says:
::Does a quick systems check::
CNS_Anuviel says:
::swiftly moves through the corridor to Main Engineering::
CMO_Jon says:
*CEO* Lt Cathorn, please respond?
CEO_Cathorn says:
::walks past a console slamming his fist into it:: Self: Damage Control drills are well in order.
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::following the CNS::  CNS: I don't see anyone.  You?
CTO_Jarot says:
::keeps a lock on the Romulan cruiser as the Luna goes in  pursuit::  XO: Commander, with your permission I would like to inform Starfleet of the BoP's current course, they may have ships in the region to intercept it....
CEO_Cathorn says:
*CMO*: Cathorn here what can I do for you?
CNS_Anuviel says:
::looks around:: Glinn: No.... ::reaches out and tries to get an idea of where the intruders are::
XO_Turok says:
CTO: Why is the Bird of Prey still on a course at all?  Did you miss with that last volley of torpedoes I ordered fired?
OPS_TaChauk says:
::Makes sure the warp speed isn't drawing to much away from critical systems::
Host Rachel_Xavier says:
@::Picks up a cup of tea and looks at Harmony as if to say is this good to drink.::
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::pokes her head around a corner to another corridor holding her weapon at ready::
CMO_Jon says:
::Stops short of telling a senior officer off for making her wait:: *CEO*: I could use a hand breaking the encryption on this chip we removed from the CNS head.  Do you have any data encryption experts on your staff.
FCO_Perrigen says:
::looks to the OPS:: OPS: How's the caffeine in this thing?
CTO_Jarot says:
::glances at the XO::  XO: No didn't missed it Commander, but I can't fire at a ship which is already at warp 4 from a stationary ship...
Harmony says:
@::A brief nod to Xavier, she hands Savar his cup with a smile::
CNS_Anuviel says:
::smiles  and laughs:: Glinn: They are a bit frustrated because they are behind a level three forcefield...
Host CO_Savar says:
@::Takes the cup and smells it first::  Xavier: Original.
CEO_Cathorn says:
*CMO*: I have a couple yes they will be there shortly.
CEO_Cathorn says:
*Timmons*: Ensign get your lazy backside to sickbay and help the CMO.
Host Rachel_Xavier says:
@::Takes a sip of her tea and nods to Savar showing there is no hard feelings.::
Harmony says:
@::Pouts::  CO:  It used to be your favorite.  ::Leans forward::  Have you changed so much?
CMO_Jon says:
*CEO*: Thanks.
Host CO_Savar says:
@::Furrows his brows::  Harmony: It... used to be?
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::lowers her weapon hearing the counselor and letting out a sigh of disgust::  CNS: That Tactical Officer is probably laughing his butt off right now up their on the bridge.  ::pointing her weapon to the ceiling::
EO_Timmons says:
::looks startled as he jumps to his feet:: *CEO*: Aye sir. ::runs out the door turns entering the TL:: Computer: Sickbay.
OPS_TaChauk says:
FCO: I would not know I do not indulge in Caffeine
XO_Turok says:
SO: When we intercept the Romulan ship, attempt to locate Savar.  I expect it will be difficult among all the Romulans.  Try to isolate all non-Romulan bio-signs, see if any match Xavier or Harmony.
Harmony says:
@CO:  Some things I do NOT forget.  Drink.
CNS_Anuviel says:
Glinn: I don't understand you... what's wrong with these guys being caught by a forcefield?
EO_Timmons says:
::exits the TL running into sickbay:: MO: You need me sir?
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::holsters it and begins walking back the way they came::  Self: Wait until I get my hands on him.
XO_Turok says:
OPS: Contact the Starbase, advise them that the Romulan cruiser is headed their way.
FCO_Perrigen says:
::rolls his eyes:: OPS: I meant the energy of the ship, we are going fast for our condition.
Host Rachel_Xavier says:
@::Stands up:: CO/Harmony:  Well I'll leave you two to get reacquainted, I got things to do, people to terrorize.. you know my work is never done.  Harmony, let me know how the experiments go please.. ::Marches onto the bridge from her ready room.::
CMO_Jon says:
::Stands, feeling the stiffness all over her body, she hates sleeping in chairs.  She hopes the Engineer that the chief sends is cute, she could use a distraction about now::
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
CNS: Nothing really, all though I would have loved to have at least helped.  It's just that that CTO of yours has been leading me along this entire way by not telling me they have been captured
OPS_TaChauk says:
XO: Aye sir,
OPS_TaChauk says:
FCO: We will manage.  ::Almost growls at the FCO::
FCO_Perrigen says:
XO: 2 minutes to intercept of the Cruiser.
CNS_Anuviel says:
::looks at her sympathetically:: Glinn: Oh... he probably figured it was an easy way to keep you distracted.
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::steps up to a TL waiting for the door to open::
XO_Turok says:
*CEO:* Are the fires contained?
OPS_TaChauk says:
::Opens a channel to the Starbase::
Harmony says:
@::Leans back, curling up her legs, nothing apparently sinister about her, thanking Rachel quietly::
EO_Timmons says:
::coughs:: MO: Doctor?
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::glares at the CNS::  CNS: Yes.  One more reason why I can't WAIT to get home.
CEO_Cathorn says:
*XO*: All but one sir and it should be shortly.
Host CO_Savar says:
@Harmony: Well then...
CNS_Anuviel says:
::looks at her again:: Glinn: Sorry.
Harmony says:
@::Waits till he finishes the drink before saying anything else.::
XO_Turok says:
*CEO*: You have one minute, thirty seconds.
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::stepping through the door into the TL::  CNS: Besides... ::looking at the concussion grenades hanging from her belt::  ... these things are heavy.
XO_Turok says:
::Listens to OPS send the message to Admiral Adamson informing her of the situation.::
MO_Rust says:
::Points to the office:: Timmons: She's in there
CEO_Cathorn says:
*XO*: Understood sir.
XO_Turok says:
OPS: You may begin hailing the Cruiser.
Host CO_Savar says:
@::Takes a seat, and places his cup back on its saucer::  Harmony: You're quiet.
CNS_Anuviel says:
::enters the Turbolift:: Glinn: Where are we going now?
CTO_Jarot says:
XO: Commander, if we target the Romulan Cruiser's engines we should be able to knock them out of warp and deal with them...
OPS_TaChauk says:
XO: Starbase 917 has been informed sir, however there is a lot of static on the Comm channels sir
Damage_Control_Team says:
*CEO*: Sir the last of the fires are out.
XO_Turok says:
CTO: Stand by forward torpedoes.

ACTION: Starbase 917 receives the message.  Admiral Adamson appears on screen.  The picture is very fuzzy.

Harmony says:
@CO:  I remember my manners.  I am waiting for you to drink your tea.  Then I would like to reminisce... unless you have other questions.
CEO_Cathorn says:
::growls:: *DC Team*: Its about time.
XO_Turok says:
CTO: Configure phasers for photon jacketed firing and target their engines.  Hold your fire.
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::shrugs:: CNS: May as well dump my weapons back at my quarters before someone gets nervous and realizes I should be in the brig AND without weapons.
OPS_TaChauk says:
XO: Commander ::Points to the screen::
FCO_Perrigen says:
::brings the Luna to match the Cruisers speed directly behind them::
Host CO_Savar says:
@Harmony: Please, don't wait for me.  ::Looks around::  So how did you end up here?
CMO_Jon says:
::Sees Timmons walk in, and begins to size him up, stepping to the door of her office::  Timmons: Engineer, we extracted this chip  ::points to the chip laying on her desk:: from Counselor Anuviel's head earlier, but we cannot break the encryption
CNS_Anuviel says:
::looks at her:: Glinn: Why should you be in the brig?
CEO_Cathorn says:
*XO*: Sir all fires are out... power is being restored quickly.
Host Adm_Adamson says:
#::Looks straight at Turok:: COM: Luna: I guess Rachel lives still...  Come on Turok......give me a head and you will be handsomely rewarded.  ::smiles and winks at him.::
XO_Turok says:
COM: ADM: Admiral, we are pursuing Xavier now.  She has taken Captain Savar prisoner.  What are your priorities?
CTO_Jarot says:
::nods at the XO::  XO: Understood...  ::accesses the phaser edit controls and makes the necessary modifications as he locks onto the cruiser's engines::
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::looks back at her cautiously not realizing she didn't know::  CNS: Well um...
Harmony says:
@::With a sigh, she placed her half empty cup down and stood, walking around him.::  CO:  I have always been here.  You know that.
XO_Turok says:
*CEO*: Well done.  Prepare for further damage.
Host Adm_Adamson says:
#COM: Luna: A dead Rachel at all costs....
CEO_Cathorn says:
*XO*: Aye sir.
Harmony says:
@::Reaching into her pocket, she pulls out the hypo and injects him as she passes::
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::as the TL doors opens she steps through::  CNS: It seems Counselor that your might Klingon on the bridge decided I should be locked up.  I then proceeded to escape and in the process well... umm....
XO_Turok says:
COM: Adm: Understood.  ::Salutes with fist to chest::  We shall destroy her, or die in the attempt.
CNS_Anuviel says:
Glinn: Well um.... what?

ACTION: Savar begins to feel tired, but manages to knock Harmony onto the floor.

XO_Turok says:
OPS: Any reply?
Host Adm_Adamson says:
#COM: Luna: I know you will..... ::Smiles:: Captain.
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
CNS: I managed to kill one of your tactical officers with an overloaded phaser.  ::looks back at the CNS sympathetically::  I didn't mean to!  I just wanted time to escape.  My Cardassian training kicked in and I was running on automatic.
Harmony says:
@::Looks up at him, her weapon in hand, pointed at him::  CO:  That was not very nice.  And I am exactly where you left me all those years ago.
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::steps through the door of her quarters handing her disruptor to the CNS::  CNS: If you wish to turn me in, I'm at your mercy.
Col_Harm says:
::Walks over to the CTO, and whispers::  CTO: If you can get a shot at the warbird, your orders are to take it, am I totally clear on that subject.  Giver her everything this ship can deal.
XO_Turok says:
CTO: Fire.
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::moves across the room waiting for an answer dropping the utility belt with the grenades on the bed::
CNS_Anuviel says:
::looks at her:: Glinn: It would be best if you returned to the brig on your own... we'll deal with the circumstances of it all later... after the ship is out of danger
Host CO_Savar says:
@Harmony: I don't... ::Feeling woozy::
XO_Turok says:
FCO: Prepare to drop out of warp when the cruiser does.
CNS_Anuviel says:
Glinn: I think that if you go back on your own... that will look better for you.
CTO_Jarot says:
::nods::  XO: Aye, Commander....   firing..  ::fires the programmed series of phaser fires at the Romulan Cruiser's engines::
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::sighs::  CNS: Once I'm back in there, the Mighty United Federation of Planets will never let me out again.
Harmony says:
@::Comfortable on the floor::  CO:  You don't what?
CTO_Jarot says:
::glances at Harm::  Col Harm: No worries... I intend too...  I don't do half work..  ::grins::
CNS_Anuviel says:
Glinn: I can vouch for your honesty when you said you did not mean to... I mean that counts for something
Host CO_Savar says:
@Harmony: I don't belong here.  I don't know you... the Harmony I knew... ::struggles to remember::

ACTION: Suddenly a change comes over Savar, he winks at Harmony and his demeanor changes.

FCO_Perrigen says:
::sets the computer to match every move the cruiser makes helm-wise::
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::rolls eyes again::  CNS: Oh yes, the word of a Betazoid Counselor against the actions of a Cardassian Soldier.  That'll go far.
CNS_Anuviel says:
Glinn: Either let me take you back to the brig... or knock me out cold and make your escape.... because it is my duty to get you back where you are supposed to be.
Harmony says:
@::Leans forward as she notes the change::  CO:  The Harmony you remember?
XO_Turok says:
SO: Any luck locating our captain or Xavier?
Host CO_Savar says:
@Harmony: The Harmony I remember was into me... ::takes her into his arms::
Col_Harm says:
XO: Your ordinance?  Do you have quantum torpedoes?
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::looks into the counselor's eyes at her last comment::  CNS: Counselor... I can't do that to you.  You are the only one ever to show me the respect I deserve.
XO_Turok says:
Harm: Tell me again why you are on my bridge?
Harmony says:
@::Caught off guard, she drops the weapon::  CO:  Yes, I was.  I loved you terribly and asked you to take me away from all of this, but you said no.
CNS_Anuviel says:
::looks at her, feels something... :: Glinn: I.... I...  I appreciate that.... but you need to make your choice and make it now... either way I will understand.
Host CO_Savar says:
@Harmony: There's still time... ::nuzzles her neck::
Col_Harm says:
XO: Don't make me pull rank commander, destroy that warbird, you have your orders.
Harmony says:
@CO:  Time for what?
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::sighs:: CNS: All right then.  Let's go back to the brig.  ::nearly mopes out the door into the corridor::
CNS_Anuviel says:
::takes her friend back to the brig, feels horribly guilty::
Host CO_Savar says:
@::Pulls back from her, taking her in::  Harmony: Are you so dense that you don't understand?
FCO_Perrigen says:
::makes sure the ship is out of warp::
XO_Turok says:
Harm: You have two seconds to tell me how a Marine Colonel outranks th Captain of a starship when the colonel is a passenger.
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::arrives at the brig's outer door pausing and sighing::
FCO_Perrigen says:
::wonders what they will do with the helpless cruiser now::
CNS_Anuviel says:
::also sighs at the situation:: Glinn: Well... here we are....
Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::looks at the CNS once then enters the brig::  Security: Hello honey, I'm home!
OPS_TaChauk says:
::Rechecks the power levels to critical systems::
FCO_Perrigen says:
::matches speed with the cruiser::
CTO_Jarot says:
::continues to fire on the Romulan Cruiser's engines to make sure it will be dead in the water::   XO: Commander, I have a salvo of photon torpedo's ready to take down the cruiser's weapon system...
XO_Turok says:
CTO: Fire, narrow salvo.
Col_Harm says:
XO: Captain, last time I checked it was Commander Turok, or do your prefer we settle this with Bat’leths.   I believe my orders and those of the Admiral are quite clear.
CNS_Anuviel says:
::brings her in and gives her a little hug:: Glinn: I promise you... I will do what I can to get you back home.
CTO_Jarot says:
XO: Aye Commander... firing torpedo's... narrow spread...  ::fires the torpedo's::

ACTION: As the Luna fires at the Luna the cruisers cloak begins to fail.  The cruiser's outline is for all to see.   Another shot at the engines it will be dead in space.

Glinn_Emsil_Marat says:
::sighs::  CNS: I know you will Counselor, but I don' t think you have the resources.  ::Steps into the cell watching the force field come back up::

ACTION: The Cruiser drops out of warp.  Dead in the water.

FCO_Perrigen says:
::assures the computer is doing its job matching speed::
CNS_Anuviel says:
::lets her go and steps outside the cell and brings up the forcefield, the sadness written all over her face::
XO_Turok says:
Harm: I and the admiral are in complete agreement as to the disposition of Xavier.  I do not need YOU telling me how to do it.  Now stand over there quietly and let us get on with the battle.
Harmony says:
@::Frowns, old memories crowding in::  CO:  Perhaps I am after all these years.
Col_Harm says:
::Smiles broadly at the XO:: XO: Spoken like a true warrior ::Stands where the XO indicated::
=/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=    End Mission    =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=

